
WE NEED LEADERS 

WHO COACH!

N E A L  W O O D S O N

Managing doesn’t work, leadership does, 

and coaching makes it happen.



THE EVOLVING WORKPLACE

Since the Industrial Revolution, most industries

have subscribed to management theory coming

out of Frederick Winslow Taylor’s “Scientific

Management,” a system that was created for

achieving efficient execution of known, repeatable

processes at scale. Essentially, this management

style came out of an environment where factories

with assembly lines ruled the day. However,

regardless of the success of this approach over

most of the last century, it has its limits and is

proving insufficient for tackling today’s evolving

business landscape where customers’ needs and

expectations are increasingly voiced and

demanded.

The technological changes of recent decades have

led to a faster-paced world where customers want

answers quickly. They want solutions that are

creative and personalized. They expect whoever is

serving them to be friendly, warm, and able to

take care of whatever needs or questions they

have – right away. This is in stark contrast to

yesteryear where customers would wait on an

authority figure who had more knowledge and

clout to respond. The old world allowed for

control and order while today requires flexibility

and speed.

Thus, the new environment demands a new

approach that confronts the constantly shifting

sands of today’s setting. Today’s manager needs to

pursue adaptability and employee self-direction.

They need to engage with employees to seek out

their ideas and experience instead of commanding

them from a position of authority. They need to

empower team members to adapt and make

decisions instead of controlling them around

inflexible policies and procedures. They need to

encourage them with support and positive
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reinforcement rather than making them fearful

with criticism and threats. Simply put, the modern

manager needs to create a real team environment

where everyone contributes and is given

reasonable latitude to do what needs to be done

in the moment instead of a rigid, rules-based,

mind-numbing one where the human spirit is

crushed.

“But no, we can’t possibly do this in the rough-

and-tumble world of business.” This is the rally cry

coming from those who simply cannot see how

things have changed and continue to evolve. To

these lost souls the world is stagnant and should

continue as it always has. If it worked for

granddad, it will work today. Wrong! These relics

will be, and are being, left behind.

For you naysayers in this traditionalist group, a

great and successful example of a move from top-

down, command-and-control management to a

more self-directed, team orientation comes from

perhaps the most rough-and-tumble world of all,

the military.

When confronted with a very different enemy in

Afghanistan, the military found they had to

change eons of convention and adjust their

management style. The new enemy operated in a

distinctly different way than those of the past.

Historically, armies would typically work on a

premise of controlled strategy being directed by

commanders on the “high ground” where troops

were moved around step-by-step like chess

pieces. This controlled environment functioned

well because the commanders on both sides

worked in a similar fashion almost as if there were

rules regulating the battlefield.

Moving into the mid- to late-twentieth century

however, things began to change. Guerilla tactics
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and semi-autonomous armies brought flexibility

and speed into war. No longer could generals rely

on predictable tactics. They had to begin moving

more authority down the chain so that

adaptations could be made faster.

This newer formation came to full fruition in

Afghanistan where small, agile, very mobile enemy

teams whose only strategic goal was to win battles

and move on to the next would shift and fight in

unpredictable ways and move around to assist

other teams on a whim due to the ease and speed

afforded with inexpensive communication tools

(think cell phones). The established, traditional

armies found themselves in a state of confusion.

The game had changed. There was no longer an

opposing chess master moving the pieces in some

likely formation. Instead they were confronted

with chess pieces who could move themselves

based on the state of play in the moment. The

rules were out the window. Traditional strategies

were no longer effective.

If this sounds familiar, it should. Think about what

was described earlier about the modern business

landscape. Customers, like the opposition forces in

Afghanistan, are less predictable, have needs that

change quickly, and can get information and

communicate with other consumers in a flash. Like

our military counterparts, many of today’s

business leaders are in a state of confusion. The

rules are out the window. The old strategies and

norms are no longer effective.

So, what did those traditional military leaders do?

They surveyed this situation, saw they were losing,

and changed. They decided to mirror the enemy’s

style. They moved authority down to the front

line. They created a structure where autonomous

teams were armed with a broad objective rather
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than a set, specific, step-by-step strategy. “Reach

the objective. Do what you need to do. Use your

training and knowledge. Communicate

continuously and move quickly to meet the needs

of the moment.” This became the way of working.

Each team was empowered to solve problems on

their own, problems that would have never been

foreseen by their “manager.” In the old system,

the problem would have had to be reported up

the chain, solved there, and then communicated

back down. This “Taylorist” methodology simply

could not keep up with an enemy without such a

restrictive system. (NOTE: for more on the

military’s change in management style, I

recommend two books: Team of Teams by Gen.

Stanley McChrystal and Radical Inclusion by Gen.

Martin Dempsey and Ori Brafman.)

Again, if this sounds familiar, it should. Managers

today need to adapt to the new landscape in a

similar way. They must become leaders who give

control rather than take control. They must work

to create self-directed team members who can

step up and lead when the time is right for their

particular talents, strengths, and knowledge. This

is what today’s environment requires. This is what

today’s customer wants and needs. This is how

today’s manager must start thinking.

What are your fears in this thinking? How can you

move past the fear and get your team up to speed

and able to make those decisions they need to

make in the moment? What do you need to do as

a manager to move forward and build a team of

leaders who can do for themselves in pursuit of

the bigger objective of customer and business

success? To get answers, let’s start by looking at

what leadership is and the three key components

necessary to leading effectively.
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WHAT IS A LEADER?

This is a big question today. It seems everyone

wants to learn more about leadership. But, in

contrast to so many definitions and descriptions, I

am going to underwhelm here. The

uncomplicated, no frills answer to the “what is a

leader?” question is simply anyone others follow

and are influenced by. We have largely

romanticized leadership and dressed up the

definition but when all is said and done, it’s simply

a person who provides influence that causes

others to follow, period.

In addition, we’ve also complicated matters by

creating intricate formulas, laws, characteristics,

etc. for what makes up great leadership. However,

there are really three key elements that great

leaders all seem to have in common.

1. They believe in something bigger or greater

than themselves whether that is spiritual,

political, or some broad humanitarian cause,

vision, or mission, it is something inspirational.

2. They live what they believe. They demonstrate

things in their own life that are aligned to the

belief, mission, vision, or cause. They fully

understand that the leader must be it if they

want to see it in others.

3. They help and support their followers as they

work to align to the belief, mission, vision, or

cause.

Consider Martin Luther King Jr. for example, he

believed in a world where race would not be an

issue, where people would include, accept, and

respect others for who they were as people

regardless of their racial background. His words

and actions aligned to that belief. He accepted

others whether white, black, yellow, red, or green
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and listened to them and respected their views.

He then rolled up his sleeves and worked directly

with those followers who braved ridicule,

violence, and jail time. He organized marches and

stood side by side with his followers. His story is a

perfect example of the three principles. Let’s look

at these in more detail and how they can be

applied in the workplace.

1. BELIEVE IN SOMETHING BIGGER THAN

YOURSELF

Great leaders must be forward thinking. In other

words, they must have a vision of a future that

drives and inspires them enough to want to lead

others to it.

So, as a leader, what is it you want? What’s your

vision? What is that future you are passionate for

and want others to enjoy and/or experience?

What is something you believe in so strongly that

you are willing to sacrifice for it?

Answering these things is hard for a lot of people

because they think they have to come up with

something grand, epic, or world changing, but it

doesn’t have to be that at all. A leader’s vision,

belief, or mission can be something much more

practical.

Years ago, while leading a small event-production

team in a hotel, my vision was to create inspiring

events that brought customer and financial

success without sacrificing a working environment

that my team members enjoyed and wanted to be

part of. I believed in creating an environment

where my team would work as hard for each

other as they did for the business results and have

a good time doing it.
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That multi-faceted vision and belief was what I

used as my center, my gauge for success, and it

was also the vision I wanted my team to see and

work for as well. And because this vision included

those I was leading, it was abundantly clear that

my leadership, to be effective, had to be

outwardly focused. My leadership could not be

about me, it had to be about the people I was

leading on the journey. And because the better

world I wanted was as much for them as it was for

me, I could clearly see that leadership was an act

of service.

Here’s the point. To lead, you must have

something you are leading people to, something

they are willing to fight for. And that vision, as my

example shows, can be practical, but it must exist

or your people aren’t going anywhere and you’re

not leading.

So, if you want to really lead, the first step is to

define the vision or mission.

What’s that future state where you want to take

your team? What meaningful thing are you giving

them to fight for with you? Take a moment to

define and refine your thoughts.

2. LIVE WHAT YOU BELIEVE

If leading is really about influencing others, then

we all lead, whether incidentally or intentionally,

all of the time. Everything we do influences

someone. And given what we are learning from

neuroscience about things like mirror neurons, it is

clear that our influence on others is everywhere.

It’s actually a bit scary when you consider all the

possible ramifications.

Now, while we all lead in a broad, incidental sense,

some of us are put in positions where we are
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expected to lead intentionally and be an example.

This means we must make intentional choices on

what influence we want to make. For example, if I

am the captain of a sports team and I want my

teammates to play at their best and stay positive, I

must make conscious, intentional choices on how

I influence my team to perform. I must always

work hard and strive to play at my best and stay

positive. Put simply, I need to be what I want

them to be.

If you have children, this should really hit home.

Children will do what you do long before they do

what you say. So, as a parent (leader), you must

be constantly on your toes to be a good example,

or before you know it, one of your progeny is

blurting out a curse word in church or some other

inappropriate venue.

This same thing is true in the workplace. If you are

the authority figure, what I call the titled leader,

all eyes are on you. What you say and do gives

your employees a ticket to say and do. If you’re

late for work, you just gave your team a ticket to

be late. If you look sloppy, your team can too. If

you’re uncivil, guess what, your team will be

uncivil as well.

So here’s the big question, what are you

intentionally influencing? Good things or bad

things? Are you inspiring excellence or

mediocrity? Brutal truth: If your team is under-

performing, before you look at them, look in the

mirror.

Take a moment to write some details about what

you need to model in order to move your team to

the vision you described earlier.
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3. HELP AND SUPPORT YOUR FOLLOWERS

Have you ever thought this, “Why are my

employees so unhappy? What do they want?”

In contrast to all of the current “15 Steps to Higher

Employee Engagement” baloney, it’s really not

that complicated. Employees want to be involved

and contribute whatever they can with both their

heads as well as their hands. They want to have

things they own, can see through to success, and

be proud of. And, they want to be appreciated for

what they bring to the table.

However, too many organizations kill it because of

managers who rely on command, control, and

criticism instead of engagement, empowerment,

and encouragement. Just look at the following

findings cited by Gary Hamel at the 2018 Peter

Drucker Forum in Vienna.
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Employees don’t want anything extreme, they want to be involved, have some ownership, and be

appreciated, yet managers, through tactics of command, control, and criticism, tend to, over time, turn

meaningful work into drudgery. However, there is a remedy, and it’s the leadership approach of coaching.

Let’s take a closer look.

• Only 13% of employees around the world are

engaged in their work

• Per the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 70% of

jobs in the US require little or no originality

• Only 12% of employees in Europe say they’re

consulted before objectives are set for their

work

• The average first-level employee in a large

organization is buried under 8 or more layers of

management

• 50% of employees say they’ve had to change

jobs to escape an incompetent or autocratic

boss

• In a global survey, 79% of respondents from

large companies said new ideas get greeted

with skepticism or hostility

• In the same survey, 76% of respondents said

political behaviors highly influence who gets

ahead

We have to do better! 
…and it’s not overly complicated. Consider this…
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COACHING

What is coaching? Counter to popular images,

coaching is not barking out orders, suggestions,

and advice, rather, it’s about helping people to

focus on specific challenges and then facilitating

the discovery of solutions that they own and

develop themselves. And while it may be counter

to what we normally think of with regard to

coaching, good coaches resist the urge to provide

immediate answers, and instead enable people to

uncover solutions they have within them already.

Imagine a child struggling with their math

homework. They’ve been taught how to add and

subtract but get stuck when they are confronted

with large numbers. What good would it do them

for you to just figure it out and give them the

answer? None. So you ask them questions. You

start with basics. “How do you add 2+2?” Then

you help them see that big numbers are really no

different than small numbers. “How is this big

number any different? How can you take the same

thing you did with 2+2 and apply it to this bigger

number?” You guide them but they do the deep

dig within to unleash what they know. You guide

them to be confident and to realize that they

really can do it.

Now, why is coaching so important in workplaces

today? It has everything to do with the changing

landscape of business and work in our time. We

are at a key place in the evolution of management.

The old, Industrial Age, command-and-control

styles of management are simply ineffective today.

Controlling management functioned when

workers were less educated and customer

demands for quick and immediate gratification

were nonexistent. In that era, employees were

thought of as replaceable cogs in a machine that

managers felt they had to control in order to get
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productivity. The standard thinking was that

employees were producers, they were there to do

not think. In addition, as a byproduct, given the

slower pace and common belief that only

managers were thinkers, customers would wait

for answers because it was accepted that only

managers had them.

Move to today. Advances in technology have

created a demand for a more educated, thinking

workforce. Systems are complicated and require

everyone to have problem-solving ability. And, as

if that’s not enough, the ability to get information

at the push of a button has moved customers

from patient and considerate to impatient and

demanding. They want answers now. Waiting for

managers is unacceptable. Thus, in contrast to the

man-machine of the past, today’s worker must, at

minimum, be competent with ever-evolving

systems and empowered to make immediate

decisions for customers.

This should make it clear why the controlling

management of the past is ineffective. The

foundation of that old approach is the belief that

there are two groups of people, leaders and

followers. Leaders are the thinkers and followers

are the doers. If you want answers, you have to

speak to a leader. But this setup is slow and

cumbersome, and today’s environment requires

speed. Thus, in today’s world, leaders (thinkers)

need to be everywhere and available to step up at

any time throughout the organization. Today’s

teams must be made up of followers who can also

lead when the time calls for it. These are teams

where everyone can both think and do, and that

requires a management approach that expands

rather than a controlling one that limits.

Our workplaces though have been slow to evolve.

Many managers are still working with an Industrial
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Age mindset that conflicts with today’s smarter

employee who has a desire to contribute more

and is incompatible with the ever-increasing

expectations of today’s customers. If we think

about the increasing prevalence of two of today’s

biggest business challenges, 1) disengaged

employees who feel undervalued and

marginalized, and 2) dissatisfied, frustrated

customers, and then consider the impact

traditional management approaches have had in

their creation, it is clear that we need to speed

this evolution.

Enter coaching and our definition of it above. Its

value as a tool in this team-of-leaders evolution is

starkly apparent. Imagine managers asking

employees for their ideas for improving problem

areas instead of just telling them their way.

Imagine managers committing to help their

employees implement their ideas and recognizing

them for their efforts. How would engagement

increase? How much more would employees take

interest in the business’s success? How might

customers benefit from this more engaged and

committed workforce?

Leader-follower mindsets focus on telling others

what to do and are limited to one way. This is

ineffective and inefficient for today’s needs. Team-

of-leaders mindsets focus on asking questions to

get insight and fresh ideas from experience. And,

as asking is the essence of good coaching, we have
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our answer to coaching’s extreme relevance to

today’s environment.

Do you want to motivate employees and delight

customers? Learn to coach; engage by asking

questions to reflect on problems, empower by

allowing them to find solutions, and encourage by

committing to follow through on those solutions

with them. This is how to build a team of leaders

that our employees want to be part of and our

customers need.

If you want to learn more about coaching in the

workplace and an easy-to-use model for holding

coaching conversations, get a copy of the book,

The Uncomplicated Coach. Available in both

paperback and electronic versions.
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